Brain Research Crossword

Solve the crossword using the list of words and the clues.

Across
2. position in relation to others
4. by which, by means of
5. first or more important
7. the basic structure of something
10. to publicize a product or move someone to a higher level
14. for a limited time
15. to assume without evidence
17. results
21. the steps or levels in quality or in a school
24. fully grown, not a child
28. promise or determination to do something
29. afterwards
30. to take part in something
31. related
33. to rank by quality
34. equal to something; can be substituted for it
35. unusual, different

Down
1. chosen randomly or for personal reasons
3. goes through or experiences
6. to not pay attention to something
8. an official list or record book, or to sign up in one
9. return something to its earlier, better, condition
11. at first
12. those involved (having a part) in something
13. happening on its own, without requiring action by anyone
16. a fixed symbolic expression or "recipe" for a chemical combination
18. amount of reasoning and cognitive ability; how smart someone is
19. to admit or agree something is true
20. the chances that something will happen
22. unpredictable, chance
23. uninformed, lacking knowledge
25. a basic standard or norm
26. willingly offer help
27. taught
32. to give someone's exact words
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